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Abstract
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a non-invasive technique to monitor brain activity that provides detailed maps of the
brain areas. A number of task-induced fMRI studies have demonstrated rearrangement of cortical activation patterns in the secondary brain
areas in SCI patients. Chronic spinal cord injury (SCI) is a devastating disorder afflicting millions across the world. Cellular transplantation
is one of the recent strategies to treat chronic complete SCI through its neuroregenerative and neurorestorative property. In this case we
administered autologous bone marrow mononuclear cells intrathecally. The follow up assessment was conducted at three and seven months
after the cellular therapy. Improvements in gross and fine motor activities, ambulation, bed mobilities, transfers, gait and bladder management
were noted over a period of 7 months after the intervention. Spinal Cord Independence Measure (SCIM) improved from 27 to 64/100 and
Functional Improvement Measure (FIM) improved from 64 to 83 within seven months of cellular therapy. fMRI showed activation of multiple
regions in the sensory and associated areas which was not seen prior to the cellular therapy. No adverse events were reported post cellular
therapy. This case study suggests clinical benefits of cellular therapy with multidisciplinary neurorehabilitation especially in chronic SCI. We
recommend that its effectiveness should be established in a more comprehensive randomised controlled study for chronic SCI.
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Introduction
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a noninvasive technique to monitor brain activity that provides
detailed maps of the brain areas underlying human mental
activities. fMRI estimates blood flow changes in the brain that
accompany increases in neural activity,which is then recorded
and converted into images of brain activation [1]. fMRI studies
have demonstrated rearrangement of cortical activation
patterns in the secondary brain areas during task-induced brain
activation in spinal cord injury (SCI) patients [2-5]. In humans,
studies looking at changes in cortex have been focused on more
acute timeframes and have studied multiple spinal cord injury
grades [6,7].
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is the most devastating ailment
causing permanent loss of sensation and movement in the
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affected limbs and trunk, bowel/ bladder dysfunction resulting
in extreme mental and emotional stress in the patients [8]. The
degree of functional loss depends upon the level of injury and
on the neurological completeness of the injury [9]. In chronic
phase, proliferation of the glial scar is observed along with cyst
formation at the necrotic part of the injury [10]. The regeneration
and elongation of axon can get blocked by the glial scar which
can hinder with functional improvement after the injury [11].
Moreover, intrinsic repair is constrained after SCI as development
and maturation neural cells in the central nervous system
(CNS) is limited after a certain stage [9]. Standard management
approaches in chronic SCI focuses on rehabilitation, pain relief
and prevention of secondary complications [11-13]. Therefore
it is crucial to find a modality that can stimulate recovery after
longstanding injury. Cellular transplantation is one of the recent
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strategies in the treatment of chronic SCI that aims at reducing
cell death and promoting regeneration and tissue repair at the site
of injury [11,13]. In this study, we per¬formed autologous bone
marrow-derived mononuclear cell (BMMNC) transplantation to
study the therapeutic effects of cell therapy in chronic SCI. This
case study therefore highlights the fMRI changes and explores
the clinical effects of transplantation of BMMNCs in chronic SCI.

Case Representation

A 32-year male met with a car accident in March 2014 during
which he sustained a fracture of vertebral body D9 and D10.
He underwent decompression with instrumentation and bone
grafting on the next day of road traffic accident (RTA) and was
hospitalised for a month. He was started on physiotherapy. There
was weakness in both lower limbs, loss of sensations below waist
level and absence of bowel and bladder control.

On detailed assessment prior to the cellular therapy in
October 2015, there was normal sensation up to D9, deep pressure
sensation at D10-L1 and no sensation below L1. There was no
bowel and bladder sensation or control. Bladder management
was through an indwelling catheter. He was hypertonic with
grade 1 spasticity in the bilateral hamstrings, right quadriceps,
right hip adductors and left glutei and grade 2 spasticity bilateral
hip adductors and right glutei. There was tightness in the hip
flexors and restriction in right hip flexion with internal rotation.
He had involuntary movements with flexor spasm. Brisk reflexes
were evident in the lower limbs. Static balance in sitting was fair,
whereas dynamic balance was poor. Bed mobilities and transfers
to different levels were difficult. He was non-ambulatory. He was
partially dependent for activities of daily living.
Functional Independence Measure (FIM) score was found to
be 64. On ASIA scale he was at level A. SCIM score was 27/100.
MRI dorsal spine suggested fractures of the D9 and D10 vertebral
bodies as described with resultant loss of alignment, moderate
to severe canal narrowing at this level. Functional Magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) showed no activation of the sensory
or motor cortex on foot movements which is suggestive post
traumatic transaction of the cord.

Procedure

The selection of the patient was based on the World Medical
Associations Helsinki declaration [14]. The protocol was
reviewed and ethical approval was obtained from Institutional
Committee for Stem Cell Research and Therapy (IC-SCRT). The
procedure of cellular therapy was explained in detail to the
patient and a duly filled informed consent was obtained prior to
the therapy.
Before the intervention, the patient underwent a complete
evaluation consisting of neurological, psychological and
preoperative assessment to assess the preanesthesia fitness.
Granulocyte-Colony Stimulating Factor (G-CSF) (300mcg)
injections were administered subcutaneously, 72 hours and
24 hours prior to bone marrow aspiration. On the day of
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transplantation, 100 ml bone marrow was aspirated from the left
anterior superior iliac spine under local anesthesia, using bone
marrow aspiration needle and was collected in heparinized tubes.
The BMMNCs were separated from the aspirate using density
gradient method. The purified MNCs were tested for total cell
count, viability and CD34+cell content by Fluorescence Activated
Cell sorting (FACS). CD34+count was found to be 117cells/uL.
The separated cells were then injected intrathecally at the level
between L4 and L5. Simultaneous intravenous administration of
1gm methyl prednisolone in 500ml of Ringer Lactate solution
was carried out to decrease immediate inflammation and to
enhance the survival of the injected cells. Total numbers of cells
injected were 2.64×107 with 98% viability.
Following
the
transplantation,
he
underwent
multidisciplinary neuro rehabilitation. Physiotherapy consisted
of rolling, trunk rotation, assisted bridging, trunk strengthening
exercises, push-ups, bed mobility exercises and suspension
exercises. It aimed at increasing the trunk control, strength of the
preserved muscles and improving balance and gait. Occupational
therapy aimed at improving the pelvic control, bed mobility,
transfer techniques, lower extremity control and balance.
Counselling was provided by a psychologist to cope better with
the disease.
The patient was discharged at one-week post transplantation
and was advised to continue the rehabilitation at home. The
follow up assessment was conducted at three and seven months
after the intervention.

Result

Immediately after the cellular therapy, there were no adverse
events observed but the clinical course was uneventful. He
underwent a multidisciplinary neurorehabilitation regime that
was continued for 7 months thereafter.

Within 3 months of cellular therapy, sitting balance improved
as he could sit independently on bed for 2 hours. In sitting
position, he could perform functional activities like grooming,
upper body dressing thereby registering an improvement in his
SCIM score from 27 to 58. Improvements were seen in his trunk
mobility and mat activities such as sitting up from lying position,
transfers from bed to wheelchair. Improvement in locking of the
knee was observed. He could ambulate with forearm walker by
hopping. A slight improvement was seen in the bladder control.
All these improvements were supported by the improved FIM
score from 64 to 83.

Over the period of 7 months, the muscle strength in the hip
and knee improved with exercises aimed at strengthening of
upper limb muscles using suspension therapy with springs and
push up bars. The increased muscular strength was mainly seen
in the hip adductors and quadriceps, which was evident from the
improved balance while sitting and standing and increased ease
of transfers at different levels. He could perform push-ups and
quadrapeds which were difficult earlier. Superficial fine touch
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could be felt at the D10 level. All these improvements led to a
further increase in SCIM from 58 to 64 and FIM from 83 to 89. Rest
of his improvements have been maintained. fMRI investigation
with movements of the right foot revealed activation in post
central gyrus, sensory motor area and few associated areas in
the left hemisphere (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Pre cellular therapy-Representation of T-2 Axial
weighted sections showing activation of the right superior
frontal gyrus, Right middle frontal gyrus with few activation of
associated regions by performing right foot movements. Post
cellular therapy: The analysis for the right foot movements
demonstrating the activation in contralateral T2- weighted on
Axial sections. The significant increase in activation isobserved
in post cell therapy showing activation in post central gyrus and
sensory motor area of the left hemisphere with few associated
area and supramarginal.

Discussion
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a devastating disorder afflicting
millions across the world with no existing effective standard
cure [15]. Recovery from injury is restricted due to the confined
ability of the injured nervous system to replace disrupted
myelin, and re-establish functional neural connections [16].
So far, medical treatment and rehabilitation have focused on
preventing complications and maximizing residual functional
capacities in acute spinal cord injuries [17]. But there are no
such treatment modalities for chronic cases. Cellular therapy has
been gaining importance as a therapeutic approach to treat SCI
through its neuroregenerative and neurorestorative property.
Stem cells enhance angiogenesis, differentiate into neuronal
and oligodendrocytes cells and induce neuro protective effect by
secreting certain cytokines [18-20]. Stem cell derived exosomes
are proposed to have a regulatory function in synaptic plasticity
and myelin membrane biogenesis [21]. All these mechanismshave
shown to improve the functional and symptomatic outcomes in
patients with chronic cervical and thoracolumbar spinal cord
injuries [22,23].
In this case we administered bone marrow mononuclear cells
intrathecally as cells through this path are well tolerated and
migrate efficiently to the contused spinal cord tissues and exert
a significant beneficial effect [24]. The patient also underwent
a multidisciplinary rehabilitation regime post cellular therapy.
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It is well established that exercises along with cellular therapy
promotes the recovery of neurological deficits in spinal cord
trauma through release of neurotrophic factors that stimulate
neuronal growth [25].

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a powerful
tool for mapping neuronal function and depicts patterns of
activation for attempted movement [26]. fMRI of the spinal cord
has various challenges. First challenge arises from the fact that
the spinal cord is contained within the vertebral column and
hence is relatively inaccessible. Second is the difference in the
magnetic susceptibilities between the bone, cartilage, tissues
and surgical implants around the spinal cord that might cause
distortions in the imaging [27]. Hence in this study, fMRI of the
brain was studied. In few studies done earlier, serial fMRI scans
have shown that the progression of structural changes at the
brain and spinal levels occurs with a specific spatial and temporal
pattern. These changes are induced by retrograde degeneration
of the motor fibres along the corticospinal tract resulting in the
shrinkage of cytoplasm of the cortico spinal neurons [27,28].
Cross-sectional images of the spinal cord and brain in chronic
spinal cord injury patients have shown correlations between
structural changes and neuronal deficits. The preservation
of structural integrity, at the spinal and brain levels would
therefore decide the neurological and functional improvements
after intervention [29,30].
Experimental evidence suggests that axonal remodeling
and plasticity occurs not only within the spinal cord below and
above the lesion but also within the brain both subcortically and
cortically, despite the detrimental impact of the trauma [31,32].
Improved gait, slight improvement in the bladder sensations and
superficial fine touch along with enhanced functional status, as
recorded in the SCIM scale in this case suggests improvement
in neuronal function. The improvement in transfers, balance and
lower limb control could be due to strengthening of muscles.
Through the neuroprotective and regenerative property of
cellular therapy, repair and re-organisation at the site of
injuryand adjacent areas of the brainmay have led to these
improvements in this case.

Conclusion

fMRI can be viewed as an impressive tool to monitor the effects
of cellular therapy, although a systematic protocol is required.
In this case study suggests functional recovery after cellular
therapy which was not achieved with standard physiotherapy
and surgical intervention. The neurorestorative property of
BMMNC could be responsible for functional improvements
seen in the patient, even at the chronic stage. This case study
demonstrates clinical benefits of combination of cellular therapy
and rehabilitation especially in chronic SCI. We recommend that
its effectiveness should be established in a more comprehensive
randomised control study for chronic SCI.
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